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I have the privilege
of leading our
recently launched
fundraising effort,
Campaign Arkansas,
and our outstanding
advancement team.
We are fortunate to
Mark Power
have an incredible
group of professionals involved in
this campaign, including the university’s
administration, our deans and our
unit leaders.
One new project developing as the
result of Campaign Arkansas and the
chancellor’s eight strategic priorities
is a focus on need-based scholarships,
particularly for first-generation students.
Advancing student success will be a
top priority, and need-based scholarship
support is an important focus in this
campaign. Soon, you’ll be hearing

more about this initiative – including
ways to become involved – as we
raise funds for first-generation
college-going Arkansans. Campaign
Arkansas will support this priority
– as well as the other seven outlined
by Chancellor Steinmetz – to further
strengthen our university.
We believe our alumni and friends
are excited about the opportunity
to support the programs and funding
priorities that mean the most to
them while taking the university to
a new level. Through this campaign,
we will acknowledge our heritage,
aspire to new heights, advance our
campus and achieve greatness.

Mark Power

Interim Vice Chancellor for University Advancement
Associate Vice Chancellor of Development

SAVE
THE
DATE
3.29.17
We’re Going All In Again!

Women’s Giving Circle Honors Founding
Members at Annual Voting Event

Women’s Giving Circle founding members present at the reception this fall included (back row, left to right) Pat Cooper, Debbie Walker, Sandy Edwards;
and (front row, left to right) Harriett Phillips, Marilyn Maier Fincher (on behalf of the late Mary Trimble Maier), Margaret Whillock, and Mary Lib White.

The Women’s Giving Circle hosted its 14th annual
voting event and awarded grants to deserving University
of Arkansas programs. This year, the circle awarded
$90,000 to seven recipients and also created a new
scholarship in honor of its founding members.
The Women's Giving Circle Endowed Founders
Chancellor's First Scholarship is being created with a
$25,000 contribution from the circle and a $25,000 match
from the chancellor’s office. An additional $2,500 is
being made available for immediate distribution in the
spring 2017 semester. First-generation students with
financial need will be given preference to receive the
scholarship.
This year’s grant recipients were chosen from 49
proposals. The amounts of the seven grants given out
this year ranged from $3,000 to $25,000.
The proposals that received funding this year include:
• “Micro” – Probing the Chemistry of Depression,
Drug Addiction and Other Diseases of the
Brain - J. William Fulbright College of Arts and
Sciences - $25,000.
• Explore Engineering Program: Northeast

Arkansas – College of Engineering - $11,500.
• Dream B.I.G. Brave Girl Initiative: Phase
Two – Division of Student Affairs - $7,500.
• Cooking for the Future – Division of
Student Affairs - $6,000.
• Explore Skilled Trades Camp – University
of Arkansas Global Campus - $5,000.
• Transportation to Opportunity: Increasing
Access for Women and Children in Rural
Arkansas – College of Engineering - $4,500.
• Pregnant and Parenting College Students
Lunchtime Learning Series – Division of
Student Affairs - $3,000.
After the announcement of a new lifetime membership
option, five members stepped up and pledged $10,000
each to join at that level. Those members included
Sandy Steinmetz, Melissa Hawkins, Dina Wood, Martha
Haguewood and Harriett Phillips.
For more information about joining the Women’s
Giving Circle or contributing to the Endowed Founders
Scholarship, visit womens-giving-circle.uark.edu or
call 479-575-2381.

The founding members of the Women’s Giving Circle include:
Sylvia Boyer
Pat Cooper
Johnelle Hunt

Mary Trimble Maier
(deceased)
Julia Peck Mobley

Harriett Phillips
Debbie Walker
Lynne Walton

Margaret Whillock
Mary Lib White
Donna Axum Whitworth

Sandy Edwards
(founding director)
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Hynemans Hope Gift Will Inspire Others
Alumni Ben and Janet Hyneman of Jonesboro made a gift
commitment of $375,000 that they hope will inspire others
to give back as well. Their gift will benefit all students on
campus and strengthen the arts and lecture series in the
University Libraries through the Janet and Ben Hyneman
Leadership Endowment.
The Hynemans are involved in Campaign Arkansas and serve
on the Campaign Arkansas Steering Committee. Janet is also
chairing the campaign committee for the University Libraries.
“Janet and I are honored to be a part of Campaign Arkansas,”
said Ben Hyneman. “We wanted to make this gift to the
University Libraries because we are so impressed with the
collections and programs offered there. A strong library
system is so important to our university. By helping the
libraries, we are helping all students.”
“I have learned so much from Dean Carolyn Allen about
the University Libraries,” added Janet Hyneman. “It is the
intellectual center of the campus and serves every student
and faculty member at the University of Arkansas. Hopefully,
this gift will help promote the wonderful resources available
at the library.”
The Janet and Ben Hyneman Leadership Endowment
will formalize the University Libraries’ arts and lecture series
and provide students, faculty and community visitors an
environment of cultural and artistic enrichment. In the past,
this series has included collaboration with other community
organizations and institutions, including the Walton Arts
Center, the Arkansas Archeological Survey, Crystal Bridges
Museum of American Art and the State House Museum.
“The Hynemans’ endowment to support the art and
lecture series validates its importance in the intellectual and
cultural life of campus,” said Dean Carolyn Allen. “The gift
ensures that the libraries can continue to offer opportunities
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for the campus community to experience artistic expression
that invokes contemplation and innovation. As we all know,
the arts feed the soul and help us to become well-rounded
individuals. We are incredibly grateful for their advocacy
of the University Libraries and look forward to seeing this
program prosper thanks to their generosity.”
The Hynemans have three children and eight grandchildren.
Two of their children and two of their children’s spouses are
graduates of the University of Arkansas. Ben Hyneman has
served on the U of A System Board of Trustees since 2008
and is a past chair.

Scholarship Created for
Early Access Academy Participants
Alumnus Tommy May of Pine Bluff has created a new
scholarship specifically for accomplished and promising
underrepresented Arkansas students with financial
need. His gift of $50,000 will establish the Tommy and
Kathryn May Early Access Academy Endowed Scholarship.
This gift adds to May’s previous support of the Early
Access Academy, which was created with a $75,000 gift from
the Simmons First Foundation in 2015. The program was
formed to increase the exposure of college opportunities
for junior high and high school students through college
readiness outreach and intensive summer learning
opportunities on the University of Arkansas campus.
The Early Access Academy pairs first-generation, low-income
and underrepresented students with college readiness and
retention professionals, as well as advisers and mentors
who faced similar challenges.
Incoming University of Arkansas students from Jefferson
County who attend the Early Access Academy will be given
preference for May’s new scholarship.

Incoming University of Arkansas students who attend the
Early Access Academy will be eligible for a new scholarship.

Thank You, Donors!
On Oct. 11, University of Arkansas students, staff and
faculty gathered at the Arkansas Union Mall for the 6th
annual Thank a Donor Day. This special day of recognition
is an opportunity to honor and say thank you to the many
alumni, students, staff, parents, faculty and friends who support the university by contributing to the education and advancement of the campus community. During this spirited
celebration of philanthropy, hundreds of handwritten notes,
signatures and drawings were collected on a banner, poster
and cards. Participants took selfies with thank you messages
in-hand to share their gratitude for the generous support
of U of A benefactors. Food donations were also collected
in partnership with the Student Alumni Association and
Student Philanthropy Council for the Center for Community
Engagement’s Volunteer Action Homecoming Food Drive.

University of Arkansas students snap a selfie on Thank a Donor Day.
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The Endowment Effect:
Character Counts
University of Arkansas professor Gema Zamarro and
a colleague in Spain are embarking on a research project
funded by the Seneca Foundation to discover whether
children can be taught character traits believed to help
them do better at school now and at work later.
The project is designed to gather data on three questions:
• To what extent can these character strengths and skills
be successfully taught in schools?
• Would new teacher practices oriented to teach these
character strengths have an impact on student
academic outcomes?
• What is the role of parents in the success of these
practices?
Zamarro joined the faculty of the College of Education
and Health Professions in 2014 as the holder of the Twenty-First
Century Chair in Teacher Quality, one of six endowed
chairs in the Department of Education Reform. She created
Charassein: The Character Assessment Initiative to bring
together faculty and doctoral students interested in improving
measures of character skills and better understanding how
character skills are developed. Charassein is a Greek word
that means to engrave, scratch or etch and is the root of the
English word "character."
Research in the fields of economics and psychology
shows that circumstances that characterize an individual's
childhood affect their education, employment and other
relevant outcomes in adulthood, Zamarro said. These
researchers suggest that non-cognitive skills such as
conscientiousness, grit and self-control may be the missing
link in the causal relationship between childhood experiences
and success as an adult. Having a growth mindset in which
people believe they can get better at something also appears
to play a role.
"Although we know of the relevance of such character
strengths and skills, less is known about their origin and
development and to what extent they can be shaped by the
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school environment," she said. "We know the brain is a
muscle that can be trained to be smarter."
Psychologists have identified brain executive
functions, including working memory, attention control,
cognitive flexibility and response inhibition, as the foundation
of core skills and processes that could help support the
development of relevant character skills such as self-control,
perseverance and grit, Zamarro explained. Notably, executive
function development in childhood has been found to be
correlated with later life outcomes. Moreover, at risk students
with lower socio-economic status have been found to present
lower levels of executive function.
Zamarro said she hopes the collaboration will result in
U of A students having the opportunity to go to Spain to
work on the research project or other related projects.

The McClelland Legacy
of Supporting Students

Jim and Pat McClelland

Alumnus Jim McClelland and his wife, Pat, have
provided scholarship support at the University of
Arkansas for 19 years, and they’re now adding capital
support to their list of investments.
The Little Rock couple has pledged $100,000 to support
the planned Civil Engineering Research and Education
Center at the U of A, which will be located at the Engineering
Research Center. This gift is a continuation of the philanthropic
support they have provided to the College of Engineering
and the university over the years.

The Civil Engineering Research and Education Center,
or CEREC, will be a “living laboratory” for civil engineering
undergraduates at the university. Students will use the center’s
design and construction process to explore topics in
construction techniques and management; computer-aided
design and drafting; plan development; construction
materials; soil mechanics and foundation design; structural
steel design and reinforced concrete design. The Civil
Engineering Research and Education Center will also provide
students with vital opportunities for hands-on experience
through laboratory exercises and research activities.
McClelland describes his gift to CEREC as “painless”
because it is being funded through a 401K mandatory
distribution, and he encourages others to do the same.
He also sees it as an opportunity to continue his family’s
support of students at the U of A.
“We’ve never had a civil engineering building,” said
McClelland. “This facility will educate thousands over the
lifetime of the building. I view that as our legacy – to help
all of those students.”
In addition to the Civil Engineering Research and Education
Center, the McClellands continue to support the J.E. and
Maurice A. McClelland Endowed Scholarship in Civil
Engineering as well. The scholarship is named in honor
of Jim McClelland’s father, who graduated in 1940, and
his mother. The McClelland scholarship provides financial
assistance to upperclassmen civil engineering students, and
preference is given to Arkansas residents.
“We started with two recipients, and now we have four,”
said McClelland. “Over the years, we’ve gained friends –
and even employees – through this scholarship by helping
students get an education.”
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The University of Arkansas has provided opportunities,
memories and educational experiences to thousands of
alumni and friends. Now, it’s our turn to give back.
From September 15-17, the university publicly launched
Campaign Arkansas, a comprehensive capital campaign that
will benefit students, faculty, programs and facilities
on campus. The campaign will run through June 30, 2020
and build upon the success of the Campaign for the Twenty-First
Century, which ended in 2005 and raised $1.046 billion.
The initial goal for Campaign Arkansas is set for another
$1 billion – all to support the university’s academic mission
and chancellor’s eight key priorities.
Whether you participated in the last campaign or
not, there’s no denying the impact it made. The Honors
College was established. Scholarship and fellowship support
increased tremendously. Innovative faculty were recruited
and retained, and the university's endowment grew. The
university’s alumni and friends truly stepped up and gave
the campus a reason to say, “Thanks a Billion.”
The University of Arkansas has experienced tremendous

growth since the last campaign. The U of A has grown to
over 27,000 students and is regularly ranked as one of the
fastest growing public doctoral institutions in the country.
Our students consistently win nationally competitive awards
and are recognized as Goldwater, Truman and Rhodes
Scholars. Campaign Arkansas reinforces this by preparing
the university’s exceptional student body to make significant
economic and research impacts, ultimately benefiting the
entire state.
Need-based scholarship support is just one area that will
be given special attention in the near future, particularly to
first-generation Arkansans.
“One of the top priorities of the campaign is to increase
need-based scholarships for Arkansans, but that’s just the
beginning,” Chancellor Joe Steinmetz said. “Our commitment
to Campaign Arkansas is critical to the future of the University
of Arkansas and our efforts to keep tuition affordable while
enhancing academic opportunities for our faculty and
students. Without increases in state funding, private
fundraising is the mechanism that allows us to support

Campaign Arkansas Launch Weekend

Left: A concert featuring The Commodores, presented by the Arkansas Alumni Association, kicked off the weekend. Middle: U of A Senior Trey
O’Dell wrote and recorded an original song for the launch of the campaign. The song, called “Arkansas for Life,” is available to download on iTunes.
Right: This original painting of Old Main was commissioned exclusively for the launch of the campaign and painted by Benjamin Flowers (B.A. ’16).
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Looking Ahead and Giving Back
student scholarships, research and innovation, study abroad
opportunities, the creation of new interdisciplinary programs
and the renovation of our existing facilities.”
In addition to advancing student success through scholarships
and fellowships, Campaign Arkansas will enrich our campus
diversity, promote inclusion and strengthen the education
of our graduate students. It will also build a collaborative and
innovative campus by fostering interdisciplinary research
and engagement across campus. And, through faculty support
and endowed positions, Campaign Arkansas will enhance
the university’s research and discovery mission, invest in
faculty excellence and promote innovation in teaching and
learning.
All colleges and schools on campus, as well as units such
as Diversity Affairs, Student Affairs, Intercollegiate Athletics,
the Arkansas Alumni Association, University Bands, Research
and Economic Development, the Pryor Center and University
Libraries, will benefit from Campaign Arkansas. Each college,
school and unit is represented by volunteers who serve on
the Campaign Arkansas Steering Committee, and each unit

also has its own committee of volunteers, specifically
dedicated to unit-level success.
Reynie Rutledge, chair of the U of A System Board of
Trustees, will serve as chair of the Campaign Arkansas
Steering Committee through June 30, 2017. He is joined by
Johnelle Hunt, Marilyn Bogle, Boyce Billingsley, Bob and
Sandra Connor, Doug and Shelley McMillon and Bill Dillard
II on the campaign’s executive committee.
“The launch of Campaign Arkansas was truly a weekend
to celebrate,” said Mark Power, interim vice chancellor
for university advancement. “Our volunteers and campus
community really made it a memorable event, and we are
excited to see what we can accomplish together over the
next three and a half years. Every gift that is made will
count toward Campaign Arkansas and make a difference in
the lives of our students, faculty and staff or leave a lasting
impact on the university.”
For more information about Campaign Arkansas,
including ways to support the college, school or program
you’re most passionate about, visit campaign.uark.edu.

Students, faculty, staff, alumni and friends were all involved in the
weekend festivities celebrating the launch of Campaign Arkansas.

Left: Campaign Arkansas Steering Committee member T.J. Holmes (B.A. ’99) emceed the kickoff event.
Right: The Wallace W. and Jama M. Fowler House Garden and Conservatory was dedicated over the weekend.
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Service and Family Seed Couple’s
Philanthropic Spirit

Funding for Food Safety
Poultry researchers can now promote an innovative,
entrepreneurial, customer-focused mindset with a global
view of food safety through the Walmart Food Safety
Collaboration Center in Beijing. The university recently
received a $2.3 million grant from the Walmart Foundation
to fund non-competitive research focused on analyzing the
causes and finding ways to prevent food-borne illness in the
Chinese food supply chain.
The U of A participation in the center is an interdisciplinary
focus that addresses initiatives planned under the grant.
The Center of Excellence for Poultry Science, the Reliasoft
Risk, Reliability and Maintainability Research Alliance in
the Department of Industrial Engineering and the Supply
Chain Management Research Center will work together

with Chinese universities, research institutes in the
Sam M. Walton College of Business and poultry industries.
Their goal is to investigate food-borne pathogens and antibiotic
residues in poultry supply chains; study in-field testing
methods and intervention technologies and apply risk
assessment supply chain management techniques. Teams
will work to provide curriculum and research for companies
seeking personnel with these specific food safety and supply
chain skillsets.
Representatives from the College of Engineering, Sam
M. Walton College of Business and Dale Bumpers College
of Agricultural, Food and Life Sciences participated in the
launch in Beijing.

Giving with Hart
Shannon Hart’s favorite thing to tell people is just
how special of a place the University of Arkansas truly is.
However, Hart is pretty special herself.
A senior at the U of A in the J. William Fulbright
College of Arts and Sciences, Hart is a stellar student, an
active volunteer and – as of Nov. 2016 – an award-winning
philanthropist. Her work with the Student Philanthropy
Council and National Phone Campaign helped her earn
an award as an outstanding Youth in Philanthropy by the
Association of Fundraising Professionals, and she was
recognized as such on National Philanthropy Day.
Rachel Krest, director of the office of annual giving,
notes that Hart leads by example: She has already made her
first gift to the university (to the Jane B. Gearhart Full Circle
Food Pantry) and is on her way to becoming recognized as
a ThoroughRed for her consecutive years of giving.
As a caller for the National Phone Campaign, Hart embraced
the opportunity to personally fundraise on behalf of the
university – a task she was very good at, since she was
promoted to a lead caller position and ultimately a student
manager. During her time as a caller, Hart says she’s learned
“just how happy you can make people by showing them
how they are a part of something greater than themselves.”
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Over the years, Hart has collected a stack of “call wall”
notes, or interesting or motivating notes about donors. “I
still flip through them from time to time to remember the
importance of what we do,” she says. “It gives you faith in
humanity.”
Whether she’s speaking on the phone with a VIP
alumnus or engaging fellow students through the Student
Philanthropy Council, Hart keeps her love for giving back
at the forefront.
“The feeling I get when I’m working with a donor…it’s
literally the same feeling you get when you’re wrapping a
gift for someone.”

Ellen Smith is 101 years young and has made giving
back a way of life.
When Smith and her late husband, Jim, moved their
family from Denver to Fayetteville in 1947, they fell in love
with the area…and the University of Arkansas.
The Smiths were both graduates of the University of
Colorado, and Jim was just home from the service. After
five years away from his family during World War II, Jim
decided to pursue business opportunities in Fayetteville
that would allow him to work for a small company and stay
close to home.
Jim worked with the local canneries that distributed
goods to soldiers overseas, but the conclusion of the war
brought an end to the cannery business in town. Instead,
Jim began his own entrepreneurial business venture and
built a thriving, local enterprise, called Service Supply
Company. The company even contracted with the university to
provide industrial services during the 1968 campus expansion.
“The area began to grow, and the company grew,” said
Ellen. “We prospered as the university prospered.”
The Smith family became avid supporters of the university,
and Jim was honored as a founding member of the university’s
President’s Club.
When Jim passed away in 1993, Ellen established an
endowment to honor her late husband and his passion for
helping students. “It was important to Jim to help young
people working towards earning a degree,” Ellen said.
The James L. Smith, Jr. Memorial Endowed Scholarship
Fund provides annual assistance to students who demonstrate

“

Ellen Smith

financial need and a strong work ethic. To this day, Ellen is
an active member of the Arkansas Alumni Association and
the Women’s Giving Circle, and continues the partnership she
and her husband began as loyal supporters of the university.
In fact, Ellen recently celebrated her 26th year of
supporting the University of Arkansas and is recognized as
a ThoroughRed for her consecutive years of giving.

…I just want to thank you for your generosity in funding this scholarship, and I hope that
one day I will be able to follow your example and help affect change in the lives of students.
I want you to look at this letter as your own sort of senior walk, meaning that this letter
symbolizes the impact that you have had on my life and the lives of many others and it
illustrates that they will be forever changed because [of] you.
– Thank You Letter from Spring 2016 Scholarship Recipient

”
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